
Analyzing Student-Led Discussion 
                                                  

Today’s Objective: 
● To analyze student-led discussion to ensure equity of student voice, 

empowerment, and student engagement through theory, video analysis and 
classroom examples,
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Conversational Discourse
● The use of language for extended, back-and forth, and purposeful communication among 

people.

● Language is a dynamic and evolving mix of resources and flexible tools used to communicate, 
build, and choose ideas at any given moment. 

○ Create and clarify knowledge and ideas, not just transmit it.  
○ Explicit teaching around how much they need to share, how to use evidence to shore up 

their ideas, what it means to be clear to different conversation partners, how 
conversations work.  

● “Think together” (Mercer, 2000) - To build or negotiate ideas with others. (Clash with previous 
theories.)

● “Given and the new” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013)
○ Given = Familiar information
○ New = New information that is usually connected to the purpose of a conversation and is 

vital for the building of ideas.  

● Some conversational moves have more potential than others to realize their academic purposes, 
foster disciplinary thinking, and cultivate language.

● Students’ language, literacy, thinking, and content understanding and skills develop as a result 
of academically rich conversations.

The Why Conversation Culture Essentials - 
Student Beliefs and Attitudes:

1. I belong.
2. Sharing my thinking helps all of use learn.
3. I can learn by listening to others.
4. I learn by building up and arguing ideas with 

others.
5. I push myself and others to be as clear as 

possible.
6. I assume good intentions.
7. I feel safe taking risks when I use language 

and share ideas.
8. We are scholars. (Working together)
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QiTLmYT7qg5ER1NrcrRQu6bwBshAp_Ov/preview


“Something must change in a 
conversation; an idea gets 

stronger, an opinion shifts a bit, 
a concept is clarified, and so on.  
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How Do We Ensure Equity, 
Empowerment, and student 

engagement?

How do we support Discussion during Read Alouds?
● Read aloud the text to them.
● Build the language and expectations around conversation:

○ Sit in a circle
○ Conversational moves

● Serve as a facilitator
○ Use the book to answer questions
○ Let some questions be unanswered

● Use specific language to support conversational discourse:
○ Co-construct meaning
○ Negotiate
○ Building off of
○ Growing

● Analyze the conversation to ensure equity, empowerment, and student 
engagement



How Do We Analyze It?

Role 1:
Scribe everything that the teacher says 
during the discussion (include 
expectations, prompts, sentence 
frames).

Role 2:
Tally how many times 
each student participates.

  

Role 3:
Record/tally every time a student: makes 
a connection or adds on to the 
conversation. 
What language do they use when they 
add on to the conversation? (Make a list.) 

Role 4:
What are the nonverbal 
cues the students and 
teacher give throughout 
the lesson?

Create a group of 4 with the 
people around you.

Assign a role to each person.  
You will watch the video with 

that lens.

Discussion
What is the teacher’s 

role?

What is the student’s 
role?

How does this support 
our “why” of 

conversational 
discourse?

Case Studies

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NeortQl-tgc


Progression of Analyzing Conversational Discourse

Component 3b of the Danielson Framework 

2nd Grade - Ecoff

Kinder Dual - Van Kempen

1st Grade - Schmidt

Examples



6th Grade DUal - Cameron

7th Grade DUal - Rivera
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What Scaffolds Can We Put in Place?

What scaffolds do you put in 
place to ensure the success of 
ALL students in discussion?

What Scaffolds Can We Put in Place?
‐ Sentence frames 
‐ Turn and Talk
‐ Think-Frame-Pair-Share
‐ Think-Frame-Square
‐ Parallel Lines
‐ Stronger, Clearer
‐ Conferring
‐ Rereading of text
‐ Equity of voice with reflection time
‐ -3  finger rule
‐ - Popsicle sticks
‐ Initiating a lead/start student
‐  Visual supports
‐ “Cheerleader”
‐ Previewing a text and the discussion
‐ Visible conversational moves
‐ Preteaching
‐ Small group discussion to prepare for LW
‐ Parking lot for things that weren’t shared
‐ Co-pilot - talking to their co-pilot who can help 

them when needed (partnering up with strengths)
‐ Word bank to support vocabulary



Student Data      5th Grade

Student
Spring 
2017 

Running Record

Winter 
2018 

Running Record

Spring 
2018 

Running Record

Student A 7 14 17
Student B 7 18 23

7th Grade
MAP
Test 
Date

Number of students 
in 0-9%tile band

Number of students 
in 10-19%tile band

Spring 
2018 14 2

Winter 
2019 3 7

17

COAT

Conversational Analysis Tool

CAT Tool

Jeff Zwiers Website

Other Tools:

Your Homework:
● Lead a discussion in a circle
● Record student participation
● Study more developing conversational skill or 

conversational discourse
● Study the Literature
● Record a lesson and transcribe it

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B7PgQK0lDhfQUGd1a3FjRUNKazgyY3B1THF5T0hwRHJRRXhz
https://achieve.lausd.net/cms/lib/CA01000043/Centricity/domain/335/secondary%20instructions/secondaryprofessionaldevelopment151120/HowToUseTheCAT.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LBn6cGztCCczM6256HZiswfSqiNivi3q/view?usp=sharing
http://jeffzwiers.org/tools

